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INTRODUCTION 
 
When a naive sixteen-year-old is impregnated and gives birth to the first mixed species baby 
between a human and an Amphobe, she must find a way to save it from the political and 
religious forces out to destroy them. 
 
BoMa75 is an 8-hour humanistic tale, lodged inside a futuristic science fiction suspense thriller. 
 
Set in Boston in the year 2075, we explore a world in which ordinary people navigate the 
extraordinary changes in climate, geography, and technology in the next 50 years. 
 
BoMa75 combines the detailed world-creation of Bladerunner, the social justice undercurrent of 
District 9, and the heart-rending anguish of Children of Men. 
 
An epic full of wonder, fury, and heart, BoMa75 puts a face on the future of climate change. 
 
 
 

 
 
CHILDREN OF MEN 
Director Alfonso Cuarón 
© 2006 Universal Studios 
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BACKGROUND 
 
Global water levels have risen eighteen feet, flooding coastal cities like Boston and 
fundamentally changing the nature of the city. 
 
Boston’s Seaport has been walled off to prevent flooding, making it an isolated elite 
neighborhood housing finance, tech, and government. The Back Bay area has seen controlled 
flooding, converting the shopping district into a futuristic Venice, with gondolas and water-side 
restaurants. The poor immigrant neighborhoods of Chelsea and East Boston have no protection, 
with citizen living on streets that occasionally flood. 
 

 
Boston’s Back Bay, 10’ Sea Level Rise. ARTIST Nickolay Lamm. StorageFront.com. 
Data from Climate Central 

 
Temperatures in the summer have soared, causing power rationing and periodic blackouts, 
particularly in the poor neighborhoods. Bad Air notices warn citizens to don air masks when 
going outside. 
 
Computers have reached the nano level, with many citizens opting for the i-IPhone, a 
compuphone implanted directly in the users brain, allowing communication and computing with 
mere thoughts. 
 
Socially, the wealthy and the poor are further from each other than ever before, the flooded 
streets amplifying the segregation Boston has had for generations. New to this mix are the 
Amphobes: half human, half amphibians created by the U.S. Military doing DNA engineering 
experiments, seeking ways for humans to adapt and survive amidst rising water levels and 
weather extremes. Amphobes now live amongst Humans, but as 2nd class citizens, with limited 
rights, including a quota requiring Amphobes to obtain government permission to procreate. 
 
A giant iceberg, loosed from the arctic and kept frozen by liquid nitrogen, is moored in Boston 
Harbor, converted in a nightclub destination and a private prison colony. 
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The Arroyos 
 
MADDALENA “MADD” ARROYO is 16. When her mother died shortly after the family 
immigrated from El Salvador, Madd took on much of the responsibilities around the house, 
caring for her sister Yzzy and abuela Sofia. She’s always felt like an outsider, but is incredibly 
loyal to the ones she loves. As a teen, she’s started breaking out of the confines of her religious 
family and her role in it: hanging out with older students like Jareth and V, exploring BoMa’s 
underwater party scene, staying out at night under the cover of sleeping at a friends’ house. All 
she ever wanted was a normal teenage life, but when she learns she is pregnant with the first ever 
half-human half-Amphobe baby, “normal” feels impossible. 
 

HECTOR ARROYO is 41 years old, and the single father patriarch of the family. He works as a 
mold cleaner, and takes other assorted odd jobs he can get under the table, since the family is in 
BoMa illegally. After his wife died, the pressures of fathering two daughters in a strange world, 
under the hawk-eyes of his mother in law, have led to a steady drinking problem, and 
withdrawing from the family. But when he fears he has lost his daughter, a heretofore unknown 
resiliency emerges. 
 

YZOBEL “YZZY” ARROYO is 6 years old, and the youngest of the Arroyos. She never knew 
El Salvador, or even her own mother, but is not a US Citizen because she was born on the boat. 
Maybe because she was born on the rolling seas, or perhaps because she’s always lived amongst 
water, it’s the ocean that fills her vivid imagination. Yzzy loves whales and their songs, and 
enjoys singing and drawing. She looks up to Madd not only as a sister, but a mother figure. 
 

ABUELA SOFIA, 70, is the religious matriarch of this family that seems to crumble in front of 
her. She never wanted to move to BoMa, and now that they’re here and she’s lost her daughter, 
she’s trapped with her godforsaken son in law. She grounds herself in what she can hold onto: 
she refuses to speak anything but Spanish, and looks to God to protect the family her drunken 
son-in-law can’t. 
 

V is Madd’s best friend at school, though V is a year older. V is Haitian-American, born and 
raised in BoMa. Despite being a year older than Madd, V is the more responsible one and is 
often pulled out of her comfort zone by Madd’s desires to break out. But if anything ever 
happened to Madd, whoever did it better watch out. 
 

 
© James Morgan, Business Insider.  
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The Rebels 
 
JARETH, 20, is an African-American man active in the underground party scene of BoMa, 
where he deals drugs and meets Madd, with whom he starts a romance. Unbeknownst to her, 
he’s an undocumented Amphobe, and works with the rebel group to bring about Amphobe rights, 
by any means necessary, including violence, and procreation. 
 

AMAL, 26 is a Yemeni woman, and leader of the Amphobe rebel group. She is pregnant, and 
sees Dr. Byrnes for treatment, but keeps this - and a few other things - secret from her rebel 
cohort. 
 

RAQUELA, 28, is an elementary school teacher of Yzzy’s class. She’s also an Amphobe 
sympathetic, and works with the rebel group as a facilitator on their less extreme projects. 
 

	

HELLBOY: Doug Jones as Abe Sapien 
Director Guillermo Del Toro 
© 2004 Columbia Pictures 
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The Outsider 
 
BAPTISTE, 33, is a religious fanatic who lives in the flooded basement of BoMa’s Old North 
Church, and believes it is his god-given duty to bring about the end of the world and the Second 
Coming of Christ. Baptiste has visions, and transmits these to others through rallying cries, 
protests, and ultimately through graffiti. When he learns that the Amphobe rebels are working to 
destroy power structures, he hopes to join them, believing this can help bring about the end. 
 

 
 

Salome 
© Vanya Zhuravliov 
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The Establishment 
 
DR. CASSANDRA “CASS” BYRNES, is a 35 year old white woman, and runs the only 
Amphobe-friendly clinic in BoMa. Among other things, she offers treatment for pregnant 
Amphobes who do not have the required government papers to procreate. Cass deals with red 
tape and protesters at the clinic every day, but even that doesn’t leave her prepared to treat Madd, 
and the first ever human-amphobe progeny. 
 

POP, 43, is an entrepreneur with several properties serving elite clientele around BoMa. But the 
jewel in her crown is the giant iceberg outside Boston Harbor that Pop has transformed into a 
nightclub. Pop appears sympathetic to Amphobes, and hosts Amp performers such as VELVET 
THRUSH. But her dealings with Senator Shade, and the agreement to host a secret penal colony 
for illegal Amphobes, imply that there’s a lot more to Pop than what’s visible on the surface. 
 

SENATOR SHADE, is a savvy, multi-term Senator who worked her way up from local office to 
a national level. Along the way she’s made plenty of helpful connections trading favors. Her 
latest project is to secure a location for a secret penal colony for illegal Amphobes. Rumor has it 
that she has a secret place in her heart - and other parts of her body - for Amphobes, and may be 
one herself. 
 

SENATOR PRESSLEY, an African-American Senator his 50’s. Pressley is a conservative 
senator, with ties to BoMa’s religious traditions, and a secret belief that climate change is God’s 
will to bring forth the Second Coming. He directly opposes Senator Shade’s more progressive 
moves, but joins her in opposing the Seawall which would keep the rising water out. If God 
didn’t want to flood the city, He wouldn’t have brought more water. When Pressley meets 
Baptiste, he sees a prophet of the flooded future, one he is all too happy to support. 
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STORY 

In the flooded world of 2075, 16-year-old Madd is impregnated by a Rebel Amphobe. When she 
unexpectedly gives birth to an Amnion - the first ever Amphobe-Human progeny - the rebels kidnap her 
and take the egg sac, to care for it in secret until it hatches a fully formed creature. As a battle rages 
between Amphobes and a Government striving to strip away their rights, Madd must fight through rising 
water, religious extremists, and her own family to save her baby and return her life to normalcy. 

The series uses naturalistic science fiction to explore how climate change has impacted the 
political, social, and geographical life of Boston: from the rising water levels that flood a city, to 
the poor air quality requiring children to wear masks at school; from devastating super storms, to 
the political storms caused by a booming and multi-lingual culture fitting in to less and less land 
in a historically segregated city. 
 
Our guide through this world is a vulnerable immigrant high school student, Madd, who just 
wants to maintain a normal life with her family. Hard enough to do when her pregnancy throws 
her father into fits, but when she is kidnapped and gives birth to an Amnion, she is both horrified 
and confused. When the Rebels separate her from her child, and her family refuses to believe her 
story, she must fight against her own terror to save the child, and might lose her family in the 
process. 

 

 

Alien Human Hybrid, Getty Images 
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STRUCTURE 
 
BoMa75 is structured as an 8-hour film, told over the course of eight hour-long episodes. The 
season has a definitive beginning, middle, and end, however the characters and world are set up 
in such a way that further stories could be explored in additional seasons. 
 
ACT ONE (episodes 1 - 3) will depict the impregnation of MADD, her kidnapping by the Rebel 
Amphobes, and the resulting fallout in her family and personal life. While her father searches for 
MADD, the Rebels fight to stay under the radar of the authorities, and ensure the safety of 
MADD’s child. BAPTISTE connects with PRESSLEY to forge a cult of apocalyptic extremists. 
POP and SHADE establish a hidden Amphobe Penal Colony on the iceberg. By the end of the 
act, fearing the increased pressure of the police while needing to keep the Amnion a secret, the 
Rebels will attack the Seaport District, blowing a hole in the wall that keeps the waters at bay, 
and creating a distraction to move the Amnion to a new location. 
 
 
ACT TWO (episodes 4 - 6) depicts the increased pressure on the Rebels, from local and Federal 
police, and MADD’s struggle when she’s separated from her child. When the Rebels drug her 
and dump her at home, MADD cannot convince her family of her story. The police, assuming 
she’s a drug addict, send her to rehab, and begin to search for JARETH because of his 
connection to the drug world. Increased security and shakedowns at the Iceberg help federal 
agents close in on the Amphobe safe house. BAPTISTE, fed up with the moderate actions of his 
cult, connects with Amal and the rebel Amphobes, believing they too are fighting to bring the 
downfall of the city. In the aftermath of a superstorm that batters the city with flooding and hail, 
Federal Agents invade the Rebel safe house and take control of the Amnion. 
 

ACT THREE (episodes 7 - 8) will climax with MADD desperate to reunite with JARETH and 
her baby, while the military, government, and Rebels all seek to control the Amnion and 
determine its fate. To ensure the safety of her baby, MADD will have to give up her hopes of 
normalcy, and leave everything she’s called home. 
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Faneuil Hall, by Dina Rudick, Boston Globe 
Flood-altered by John J King. 
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LOCATIONS 

 

 
    Iceberg, Photo by Ralph A. Clevenger / Getty Images 

 
FLOE 
A giant iceberg, broken loose from the arctic, anchored outside Boston Harbor and kept frozen 
with liquid nitrogen pumping through and around it. The height of a downtown office tower, 
80% of it is below the water line, the levels are accessible by internal elevators and stairwells. 
Pop has proprietary ownership of the iceberg and has converted it into an offshore pleasure 
palace with a nightclub, casinos, and other venues, in addition to her offices. Given its location in 
international waters, it becomes a safe haven for Amphobes and other outsiders, who can be 
freely themselves beyond BoMa’s jurisdiction. At the request of Senator Shade, Pop converts 
several levels into a secret penal colony for illegal Amphobes. 
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ARROYO HOUSE, Chelsea 
A small family apartment in Chelsea, MA 
where Madd and her family live. Chelsea, 
MA in 2019 was one of the highest density 
populations in the U.S. - it is even more so in 
2075 when flooding has limited the expansion 
of this immigrant and Amphobe community. 
The family of four share two bedrooms and a 
small kitchen-den combination room. Yzzy 
sleeps in bunk beds with Madd, looking out a 
window with the ocean in the distance. Their 
street, not far from the Chelsea Creek, 
regularly floods. 
 

HOOKS ELEMENTARY 
Yzzy’s elementary school, where Raquela 
teaches, towards the north end of Chelsea, not 
far from the Creek. The rare public school 
that allows amphobe children to attend, it’s a 
diverse educational center but lacks funding: 
a lot of their equipment and technology dates 
to the 2050’s, and sometimes the school 
closes or has to have classes elsewhere due to 
flooding. They practice flood drills regularly 
and swimming classes are mandatory for 
child safety. Despite all that, it’s a warm and 
creative environment where English, Spanish, 
and Mandarin are all spoken by students and 
teachers. 

 ©Tariq Zaidi / ZUMA Press 
 
AMPHOBE CLINIC 
The only Amphobe-friendly clinic in the Boston area, this clinic is operated by Dr. Cass Byrnes 
and treats amphobes as well as the human community in Chelsea. Just down the street from 
where Madd and Yzzy live, they pass it each morning and see the humans who prowl outside, 
protesting Amphobes and the funding of the clinic. Cass runs this with a small team, not nearly 
big enough to keep up with the need, and she sometimes sleeps here rather than travel home 
before starting another early morning. 
 
 
SEAPORT ISLAND 
As the waters rose in the middle of the century, the tech and business giants of the Seaport 
District walled their neighborhood off from the rest of the city, to protect this financial center 
from flooding and other urban inconveniences. Soon the city and state government followed suit, 
and the area has become an elite gated community, the center of power in New England money, 
religion, politics, and technology. 
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SENATE & STATE HOUSE 
The Massachusetts State House, now located in the walled-off Seaport District, still hosts the 
Sacred Cod bronze sculpture, required by law to be present for any official business. But 
Bulfinch’s Classical architecture has been replaced by steel and glass in the midst of BoMa’s 
most elite and tech-savvy neighborhood (still with a nod to the opulent golden dome). This is the 
home of the State and city government, and the local offices of Senators Pressley and Shade. 
 

OLD NORTH CHURCH 
One of Boston’s oldest landmarks, Paul Revere had his 
lanterns set here back in 1775 (300 years before our story) to 
spread word that the British Regular army were coming (2 if 
by sea). Still standing in the flooded North End 
neighborhood, the Church is mostly a relic, something 
tourists point out as they take a gondola past. Unbeknownst 
to most, it’s flooded basement has become the safe haven of 
Baptiste, who baptizes himself in the waters there, and 
sometimes converses with a statue of Mother Mary, when he 
isn’t hearing commands from a voice he thinks is God’s. 
 

SAFE HOUSE - SOUTHIE 
A small two storey home in South Boston, where the 
Amphobes first bring Madd to give birth to the Amnion. A 
former family home, the neighborhood has flooded and is 
largely abandoned. This house is still accessible (by water, 
anyway), if largely in disuse. It’s close enough to be easily 
accessed and safe, but in a limbo neighborhood of other 
outsiders where coming and going doesn’t draw much 
attention. The amphobes have made it cozy with blankets, but 
the photos and decor remain from the working-class Irish 
family who abandoned this place in the floods of 2062. 
 

 
 

Old North Church, by Aimee Seavey, New England Today. 
 Flood-altered by John J King. 

 
SAFE HOUSE - WINTHROP 
A largely abandoned suburban community, hollowed out by the white-flight of the 2050’s, 
Winthrop is just a ferry ride away from BoMa but feels like a different country by comparison. 
One of the few areas to be abandoned but not flooded, it’s empty mainly because it’s 
inaccessible to anyone without a boat, and who with a boat would want to live in this early-
Aughts idea of an eyesore. The amphobes decamp with the Amnion to Winthrop after bombing 
the Seaport District, allowing them the country comforts to grow the Amnion in peace. At least 
until the Feds show up. 
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EPISODE SUMMARIES 
 
PILOT 
Pop, a nightclub entrepreneur who runs a giant iceberg off the coast of Boston, makes plans with 
Senator Shade: in exchange for Shade’s help burying a seawall project that would isolate Pop’s 
nightclub, Pop will host a secret penal colony on the iceberg for Amphobes - genetic mutants, 
part amphibians, created by the US Military.  
 
Baptiste, a religious extremist preaching the end of the world, is kicked out of the club after 
causing a scene at the concert. 
 
When Madd gets pregnant with Jareth’s child – the world’s first half-human half-Amphobe baby 
– rebel Amphobes kidnap her to a Safe House. The rebels, led by Amal, are fighting to expand 
Amphobe civil rights, and believe Madd’s baby will affirm their equality and achieve freedom. 
Amal brings Dr. Cass Byrnes to treat Madd, after Madd gives birth to a large, glistening Amnion. 
 

EPISODE TWO 
Baptiste is arrested for protesting at the State House, catching the notice of Senator Pressley. 
After his release, two men follow him to a secret flooded church basement, where Baptiste 
performs a self-baptism. The men later return with members of a small religious cult, led by 
Pressley, to be baptized by Baptiste. 
 
Hector asks V to help him find Madd. V follows Jareth into the amphobe clinic and corners him 
afterwards, confirming he’s an amphobe, but Jareth lies, saying he doesn’t know where Madd is. 
Sofia, distraught, decides to call the cops, against Hector’s wishes. 
 
Jareth returns to the safe house. With the cops looking for her, and power outages in the 
neighborhood leading to danger for the Amnion, Amal wants to move the Amnion and send 
Madd away. In the midst of the argument, Madd has a seizure. 
 

EPISODE THREE 
 
Amal and Raquela drug Madd, and leave her in her home bedroom. When the family discovers 
Madd, high and no longer pregnant, they take her to the hospital. The family, doctors and cops 
refuse to believe Madd's story that she was kidnapped and gave birth to an Amnion, believing 
instead that she had an abortion and went on a drug binge. The place Madd in the hospital to 
detox. When Yzzy begins drawing pictures of eggs and masked men in school, Raquela visits 
Madd in the hospital and drugs her again. With no proof of the strange Amnion, or details on 
where the Rebels are, Madd is sent away to a rehab facility. 

 
During a performance on Pop’s iceberg, stealth submarines deliver several hundred Amphobe 
prisoners to the new penal colony. 
 
Amal, Jareth, and the rebels plan an attack on the Seaport District Wall, to flood the Seaport, 
strike a blow against the government and elites, and offer cover and distraction as they transport 
the Amnion to a new location, where they will monitor it in secret until it hatches. They 
successfully move the Amnion, but Jareth is arrested in the aftermath. Baptiste, a survivor near 
the explosion, spouts his end of the world ravings on live TV reports of the bombing. 
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EPISODE FOUR 
Frustrated by the lack of movement from the religious cult and Senator Pressley, Baptiste leaves 
them and begins to follow Amphobes, hoping to connect with the rebels. He links up with Amal 
and is able to follow her to the new safe house. 
 
At the iceberg club, FBI agents frisk clubgoers and dancers on the floor, pulling some down to 
the penal area to interrogate them. Pop, furious at the disruption of the club and exposure of the 
penal colony to outsiders, argues with Senator Shade. 
 
Madd, advised by V, lies in the rehab facility, saying the birth was a hallucination brought on by 
her drug use. She is released from the program. 
 
Cops, following Madd’s drug trail, interrogate and then follow Jareth, who leads them to the new 
safe house. Before they can invade the house, FBI agents arrive and take over the operation. 
 
 
EPISODE FIVE 
Amal, concerned that Jareth’s release means they’ve been followed, orders the Amnion crated up 
to be moved from the Safe House. Baptiste arrives, having followed Amal, and he sees the 
Amnion. Amal takes him to a nearby coffee shop, where they share ideas about bringing down 
the government.  
 
Madd and V visit Cass to find information about Jareth and the Safe House. She refuses to share 
any information, but confirms that she saw the Amnion: Madd is not crazy. 
 
A hailstorm begins to pound Boston, trapping Madd and V at the clinic. Amal rushes back to the 
Safe House, and calls off the moving of the Amnion. The FBI sits through the storm, their 
operation paused. 
 
When the storm passes, agents raid the house, arresting Amal, Jareth, and others. They search for 
what they believe is a weapon but find nothing. After the raid, Baptiste arrives, pretending to be 
an undercover agent, and takes the Amnion. Agents meet him outside to take the Amnion and 
arrest him. 
 
 
EPISODE SIX 
In the aftermath of the hailstorm, Madd, V, and Cass take a motorboat to the original Safe 
House, finding it abandoned. Madd has a rush of emotions thinking of the cradle and her child. 
She and V seek Jareth at his home in an Amphobe neighborhood, where they find a strange old 
Amphobe who keeps them company for the afternoon. When they return to Madd’s house in the 
evening, they find it destroyed by the hail, and Yzzy badly injured. 
 
Jareth and Amal arrive in the Penal Colony, where Jareth establishes himself quickly as a leader.  
 
Scientists observe the Amnion in a lab at MIT. Senator Shade and Pressley argue about the 
Amnion’s future: Shade believes it should be monitored, Pressley wants it destroyed. After the 
lab scientists side with Shade, Pressley holds a press conference to announce the existence of the 
Amnion and demand its destruction. 
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EPISODE SEVEN 
In the Lab, the Amnion begins to transform, growing thicker and warmer. The scientists suspect 
it is growing close to hatching. Meanwhile the public protests build outside the Lab, spurred on 
by the hateful rhetoric of Senator Pressley, and the military takes over the lab’s operations.  
 
Baptiste, spurred on by visions and voices he can’t explain, begins to graffiti text and images of 
Amnions on buildings and infrastructure around the city. Different sects take this up as rallying 
cries. 
 
In the Penal Colony, Jareth and other prisoners see on the news that Pressley plans to destroy the 
Amnion. Jareth leads the prisoners to riot, drawing attention to the camp and Amphobe rights. 
Pop meets with Jareth to find a solution, and hints at a possible release. That night, Jareth, Amal, 
and other Amphobes escape from the penal colony. 
 
Realizing the Amnion in the news is her progeny, Madd struggles to decide her next steps, 
seeking advice from Cass, V, and her father. She marches into a debate at the State House, where 
Senators Pressley and Shade lead their factions against each other. In the midst of the argument, 
Madd stands on a table and announces herself as the mother of the Amnion. She is taken into 
custody. 

 
 

EPISODE EIGHT 
Jareth and Amal lead their group to the original Safe House in South Boston. Amal obtains 
architectural plans of the MIT Lab, and the group plot their next move: to break into the lab and 
rescue the Amnion before it is destroyed. 
 
Madd is held in custody, arrested for procreating with an Amphobe, without government 
approval. Her lawyer gets the case dismissed, but when she’s released she finds crowds 
protesting at her home, making it unsafe for her to return. She stays with Cass. 
 
Baptiste turns himself into the Lab, claiming to be the Father of the Amnion. They bring him in 
to undergo tests, but before these are complete the Amnion hatches. The creature is ill, and the 
doctors strain to ensure its health. Finding no success, they send a patrol to bring the mother, 
Madd. 
 
At the lab, Madd meets her child: a giggling baby with bright brown eyes, olive skin, a cute, 
short snout, fingered flippers, and two hard scutes swelling from his shoulders. As she feeds the 
child and they bond, the creature slowly regains health. Senator Pressley films a video of this 
moment, and shows it to the military director, demanding that the creature be destroyed. As 
guards come to remove the creature from Madd, an explosion rocks the lab. The rebels enter, 
shooting-out with the military guards. 
 
In the melee, Baptiste helps Madd and the creature escape the lab. He leads them to a boat and 
rows them down the river to the harbor. At the final guarded check point, Baptiste throws 
himself on an armed guard, sacrificing his own life but ensuring Madd and the creature can 
escape. Madd rows her child out into the harbor, and the open water of the ocean.  
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